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What are the problems 
when you use inattention, 

hyperactivity, and impulsivity to 
describe, define and diagnose ADHD?

• Everyone has some of these symptoms.


• These symptoms best describe ADHD in 6-12 year olds.


• These symptoms fail to describe some aspects of ADHD 
that cause significant problems for teens and adults.



Using inattention, hyperactivity, 
and impulsivity as the primary 

symptoms of ADHD in teens and 
adults leads to…

• Misdiagnosis


• Misunderstanding


• Failed treatment



If we ignore the aspects of 
ADHD we will discuss today, it 
can cause significant issues in 

these important areas:

• Perception


• Emotions


• Motivation


• Relationships



So what are these three 
areas?

• Interest based nervous system


• Emotional hyperarousal


• Rejection sensitivity



INTEREST BASED 
NERVOUS SYSTEM



True or false

• A person with ADHD cannot pay attention.



Absolutely false!



The problem is, that the most 
consistent aspect of their 

attention is inconsistency, both in 
the object and the time.



Someone with ADHD can 
actually become hyperfocused, 
which causes the individual to 

feel that he or she 
can accomplish anything.



This can cause an 
interesting phenomenon 
called time-blindness.



What creates interest in 
someone with ADHD?

• Competition/ Challenge


• Novelty


• Urgency


• Passion



What does not create interest 
in someone with ADHD?

• Importance 


• Priority


• Threats


• Reward



Why does this cause 
a problem?



It makes the person seem…

• Defiant


• Selfish


• Uncaring


• LAZY



How can you manage an 
interest-based nervous system?

• Medication


• A new set of rules



Medication is really good at 
keeping you engaged or on-task, 

but not so good at getting you 
engaged in the first place.



Often a particular time of the 
day is better for trying to 

accomplish a boring task– 
“a morning person”.



Other strategies may 
involve…

• Asking for help.


• Placing an interesting task on the other side of a boring 
task.


• Choosing an interesting place to do a boring task.


• Delaying a reward until a task is done.


• Disguising a boring task(pretend mowing the grass is 
flying an airplane).



EMOTIONAL 
HYERAROUSAL



Visible hyperactivity

• What percentage of children with ADHD have it?


• 25%


• What percentage of adults with ADHD have it?


• 5%



What do people with ADHD say about 
their internal feeling of hyperarousal?

• "I'm always tense. I can never relax.”


• "I can't just sit there and watch a TV program with the rest 
of the family.”


• "I can't turn my brain and body off to go to sleep at 
night."



Hyperarousal means that thoughts 
and emotions are more intense 

than those of the average person.



Peers and loved ones may not 
appreciate that both happiness 
and criticism are experienced 

more powerfully.



In children this can cause the 
appearance of being different 

which usually leads to self-esteem 
issues.



This low self esteem along 
with harsh internal dialogues 
and criticism from others can 
lead to shame becoming the 
dominant emotion as they 

grow older.



Because of the intensity 
of moods, many teens and 
adults with ADHD are first 

diagnosed with mood 
disorders.



On average, an adult will 
see 2.3 clinicians and go 

through 6.6 antidepressant 
trials before being 

diagnosed with ADHD. 



The main difference is that 
mood disorders take on a life 
of their own, whereas ADHD 

moods are related to the 
events of the person’s life 
and resolve much quicker.



How do you manage 
emotional hyperarousal?



Support from other 
individuals who believe you 
are a good and worthwhile 
person is very important.



AND…
• It starts with good nutrition, appropriate sleep, and 

reasonable exercise


• Learning skills for emotional regulation such as CBT and 
coping skills


• Helpful parents and teachers will learn to see the emotion 
underneath behavior and respond appropriately (ODD/FF)



REJECTION 
SENSITIVITY 



What is it?

• Rejection sensitive dysphoria (RSD) is an intense 
vulnerability to the perception - not necessarily the reality 
- of being rejected, teased, or criticized by important 
people in your life.



RSD causes extreme emotional 
pain that may also be triggered by 
a sense of failure – failing to meet 
either your own high standards or 

others’ expectations.



It is difficult for the person to 
describe but is often compared to 

being stabbed or struck in the 
center of their chest.



People experiencing RSD do not 
want to talk about it because of 
the shame they feel over their 

lack of control, or because they 
do not want people to know 

about this intense vulnerability.



How common is RSD?

• 98-99% of adolescents and adults with ADHD 
acknowledge experiencing these feelings.


• 30% say it is the most impairing aspect of their ADHD.



How is RSD diagnosed? 

• This is a person who has always been much more 
sensitive than other people to rejection, teasing, criticism, 
or their own perception that they have failed. 


•  When RSD is externalized, it can look like a flash of rage.


• When it is internalized, it can be anxiety provoking.


• Some people avoid rejection by becoming people 
pleasers. 



What can be done to 
manage rejection sensitivity?

• Alpha-agonist medications, like guanfacine and clonidine, 
can help treat it. 


• When successfully treated, people with RSD report feeling 
like they have "emotional armor.”


• They also report that instead of having multiple 
simultaneous thoughts, they now have one thought at a 
time.



• RSD is shame based so learning to recognize and reject 
shame is crucial.


• Once again, CBT, coping skills and a supportive 
environment can be helpful.


• Recognize the “I can’t” or “I’m stupid” attitude as a 
perceived sense of failure - speak truth! 



“Different but not 
less”




